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Create Printable Awards
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Examples. Free Download!
www.SmartDraw.com

Custom Lucites, Mementos
The Creative Leader for deal toys,
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Topic: Awards (Read 3,903 times)

ricosg11
6 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Nov 2006
Posts: 837/2.1 per day

Respect: 25

Re: Awards
« Reply #240 on Today at 0:35 »

So should we count wall K andy in for next year. Or should there be a separate event?

« Last Edit: Today at 0:36 by ricosg11 » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #241 on Today at 0:36 »

Today at 0:33, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:30, rudeboyrupert wrote:

but you are, you are asking for creative control, you're not happy to just host the voting. you've asked mark to
input your ideas and asked the forum to decide what happens next year rather than the man himself decide all
these things.

i urge you to give mark the control  he feels he needs and be happy for him, he can manage! 

I have not taken control  of anything  How is asking EVERYONE for suggestions, taking control? surely thats handing the
idea process over to the forum members.

but this is it dan, it's for mark to decide where things go, not you, not me, not anyone. if he
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asks us fine, if he thinks he knows best that's great too. it is not a democracy, only the voting
is.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

paulypaul
4 Star Member

member is online

Joined: May 2007
Posts: 474/2.21 per day

Location: t'internet
Respect: 8

Re: Awards
« Reply #242 on Today at 0:36 »

Quote:
is a name not more original than the idea? do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and another
search for how many are called UrbanArtAwards?

That's hilarious! No, of course it isn't. A name is the label we give to the form of the idea..

Ridiculous....

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Oh! You took respect from me! Oooh - it hurts SOOO much...Nah, not really, couldn't give 2 f u c k s...

ray
4 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 275/1.49 per day

Location: Las vegas
Respect: 16

Re: Awards
« Reply #243 on Today at 0:36 »

Today at 0:34, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:32, ray wrote:
What happened to FPR? Seems like lots of people talking for him. Maybe he should talk to Silky?

Just an idea......

you're repeating yourself.

Coke or Pepsi?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

kiki
1 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Dec 2007
Posts: 28/5.6 per day

Respect: 7

Re: Awards
« Reply #244 on Today at 0:36 »

Today at 0:11, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:06, kiki wrote:

Silky - Could you clarify the above?

You previously said to CBL that you were happy for FPR to run with the awards ceremony.

Are you now saying that you intend to hold a competing awards ceremony, called the Urban Art Awards? 

In other words, do you really intend to steal FPR's idea and hold your own separate awards next year?!

If I hand over the name of UrbanArtAwards to Fins could that also be seen as stealing my idea? If you want to pick on the

subject  is a name not more original than the idea? do a search on google and tell me how many art awards you find? and
another search for how many are called UrbanArtAwards?

Silky - Would that be a 'yes' then? 

Although you told CBL that you are happy to let FPR run with the awards ceremony, you intend
to hold a separate, competing awards ceremony of your own called the Urban Art Awards?

If this is correct, that would be completely dishonourable of you. 

It was FPR's original idea and he did most of the work to ensure that the Urban Art Awards
actually took place this year. Your plan now seems to be to profit from the goodwill FPR built up
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for the name by using the same name for your own awards.

I find this behaviour really quite shameful.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

arcam
9 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Mar 2007
Posts: 2,049/7.46 per day

Respect: 50

Re: Awards
« Reply #245 on Today at 0:36 »

Today at 0:25, 0 wrote:

I happy with things stay as they have been this year!  Im not asking for any changes!

Then it's time you start communicating with FBR and get this sorted asap because this isn't
doing the site any favours.

Just think if you'd told him why you were removing his title this thread wouldn't exist. It's good
to talk.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #246 on Today at 0:37 »

Today at 0:33, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:30, 0 wrote:

Who established the name UrbanArtAwards? 

who established the urban art awards? 

Would it have taken place if this forum had not promoted the event? would it have taken place
if I had not emailed 5,600 people telling them about it? I dont think so 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

carlito
9 Star Member

member is online

ello ello what have we
here?

Joined: Apr 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 2,791/11.4 per day
Location: throwing shapes

Respect: 130

Re: Awards
« Reply #247 on Today at 0:37 »

Today at 0:33, brenclan wrote:
though the forum may be internet based, it has evolved beyond that into a forum where people do enjoy to meet & socialise
with like minded people. 

one awards ceremony.. one great piss up for the caremony, and more socialising and pissups throughout the year!

amen to that my pish head buddy 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

someone's taking a highway to the dangerzone

paulypaul
4 Star Member

member is online

Re: Awards
« Reply #248 on Today at 0:38 »
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member is online

Joined: May 2007
Posts: 474/2.21 per day

Location: t'internet
Respect: 8

I'm gonna start the Urbane Art Awards - it's like this, but suaver with a better class of people...

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Oh! You took respect from me! Oooh - it hurts SOOO much...Nah, not really, couldn't give 2 f u c k s...

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #249 on Today at 0:38 »

Some of these post are pure comedy  keep them coming 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #250 on Today at 0:39 »

Today at 0:35, Bobby wrote:

Today at 0:30, rudeboyrupert wrote:

but you are, you are asking for creative control, you're not happy to just host the voting. you've asked mark to
input your ideas and asked the forum to decide what happens next year rather than the man himself decide all
these things.

i urge you to give mark the control  he feels he needs and be happy for him, he can manage! 

In the end of the day if Silky keeps this name and FPR decides on one he likes and sets up a whole new thing for it which one
do you think everyone will go to??? People will go to the one FPR sets up.

So it is in everyone's best interests to just give it up to FPR.

as anyone will tell you the name is synonamous with the awards. they are now established so
the two should under no circumstances be seperated. if there is to be a new event that is
orchestrated by anyone other than mark then it goes by a new name, end of. 
if it becomes established then it does so on it's own merits, not on the back of a previous
incarnation.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #251 on Today at 0:40 »

Today at 0:36, arcam wrote:

Today at 0:25, 0 wrote:

I happy with things stay as they have been this year!  Im not asking for any changes!

Then it's time you start communicating with FBR and get this sorted asap because this isn't doing the site any favours.

Just think if you'd told him why you were removing his title this thread wouldn't exist. It's good to talk.
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Im here to answer questions from Fins right now  But it would be nice to hear them direct
rather than being pasted on by about three others 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #252 on Today at 0:41 »

Today at 0:37, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:33, rudeboyrupert wrote:

who established the urban art awards? 

Would it have taken place if this forum had not promoted the event? would it have taken place if I had not emailed 5,600

people telling them about it? I dont think so 

so if i buy a porsche and take it to a garage to put some wheels on it and perhaps a new
exhaust then is it their porsche?

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #253 on Today at 0:42 »

Today at 0:39, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:35, Bobby wrote:

In the end of the day if Silky keeps this name and FPR decides on one he likes and sets up a whole new thing
for it which one do you think everyone will go to??? People will go to the one FPR sets up.

So it is in everyone's best interests to just give it up to FPR.

as anyone will tell you the name is synonamous with the awards. they are now established so the two should under no
circumstances be seperated. if there is to be a new event that is orchestrated by anyone other than mark then it goes by a new
name, end of. 
if it becomes established then it does so on it's own merits, not on the back of a previous incarnation.

Spot on! 

The Awards will happen just the same as this year  Im not splitting up anything

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

jam
6 Star Member

member is offline

It doesn't matter how the
paint is put on, as long as

something is said. 

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 928/2.32 per day

Re: Awards
« Reply #254 on Today at 0:43 »

Sorry to butcher some of your post Craka, but I wanted to highlight a few key points you made:

Today at 0:18, crackawacka wrote:
...
As the forum is experiencing a little turbulence, I would expect the captain to be calming things down with a few chosen words,
not stripping the cabin crew of their stripes. Its just f**king poor form....

I love this forum, but as I said in my speech, the forum is only as good as the forum members that inhabit it. I come on here
only to talk to you lot. ...

Lets get this sorted out before it gets any further out of hand. ...

Again, I think the root of this issue is being intensified by some other underlying concerns that
need to be sorted out before they come to a head and a great many people are ban or leave on
their own. There are rational ways to address the issues and rather than having things go to
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Respect: 94 hell in a public slag fest. I think some senior members of the forum along with the moderators
need to discuss the driving forces of confrontations similar to this. There is a lot of beating
around the bush going on, but I think the majority of people who have been around some and
socialize with forum members outside of the public light realize each tift that occurs over things
that are seemingly easy to rectify are being driven by a sentiment involving some more trying
issues that are yet to be rectified. 

This forum has reached a critical junction in its evolution, and the choices of how to address
underlying issues that have been festering will effect the quality of posts and member
interaction from here on.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

I don't listen to what art critics say. I don't know anybody who needs a critic to find out what art is. - JMB

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #255 on Today at 0:44 »

Today at 0:41, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:37, 0 wrote:

Would it have taken place if this forum had not promoted the event? would it have taken place if I had not

emailed 5,600 people telling them about it? I dont think so 

so if i buy a porsche and take it to a garage to put some wheels on it and perhaps a new exhaust then is it their porsche?

Are you running out of ideas now  It does not matter how many time you plan on saying it to
me  it still makes no sense

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Bobby
5 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Apr 2007
Posts: 641/2.62 per day

Location: Pat Sharpe's Fun
House

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #256 on Today at 0:44 »

Today at 0:39, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:35, Bobby wrote:

In the end of the day if Silky keeps this name and FPR decides on one he likes and sets up a whole new thing
for it which one do you think everyone will go to??? People will go to the one FPR sets up.

So it is in everyone's best interests to just give it up to FPR.

as anyone will tell you the name is synonamous with the awards. they are now established so the two should under no
circumstances be seperated. if there is to be a new event that is orchestrated by anyone other than mark then it goes by a new
name, end of. 
if it becomes established then it does so on it's own merits, not on the back of a previous incarnation.

I agree. My point was that I think if the name isn't kept with the awards ceremony it will end
up being a disaster as no one will go to it. People will remember all this and go to FPR's awards
no matter what they are called.

Hope that makes sense.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

How much wood could a wood chuck chuck if a wood chuck could chuck wood.

arcam
9 Star Member

member is offline

Re: Awards
« Reply #257 on Today at 0:44 »

Today at 0:40, 0 wrote:

Im here to answer questions from Fins right now  But it would be nice to hear them direct rather than being pasted on by
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Joined: Mar 2007
Posts: 2,049/7.46 per day

Respect: 50

about three others 

I mean privately. This isn't achieving anything. FBR only started this thread as you weren't
responding to his PM's.

« Last Edit: Today at 0:46 by arcam » Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

mike hunt
4 Star Member

member is offline

Joined: Dec 2006
Posts: 277/0.75 per day

Respect: 18

Re: Awards
« Reply #258 on Today at 0:46 »

Today at 0:38, paulypaul wrote:
I'm gonna start the Urbane Art Awards - it's like this, but suaver with a better class of people...

And I'm going the start the Urban Retards Awards. I propose that I put myself forward initially,
but I think there are enough of us to give this ceremony the retardiness* it deserves.

(*retardiness - kind of like tardiness, but not)

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

talk to mike hunt

rudeboyrupert
7 Star Member

member is online

mistletoe and wine

Joined: Sept 2007
Posts: 1,016
Respect: 70

Re: Awards
« Reply #259 on Today at 0:46 »

Today at 0:40, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:36, arcam wrote:

Then it's time you start communicating with FBR and get this sorted asap because this isn't doing the site any
favours.

Just think if you'd told him why you were removing his title this thread wouldn't exist. It's good to talk.

Im here to answer questions from Fins right now  But it would be nice to hear them direct rather than being pasted on by

about three others 

the questions remain, no matter who is asking them. i think as a long standing and mostly
helpful forum member i am entitled to ask questions about the actions of two of it's members. i
don't see the harm in that.

this is starting to look like you are usurping mark's project dan, the more you dig in and refuse
to allow him complete control of his idea, the more it looks like you are trying to muscle in, it
does from where i'm sitting.

i'm saying all this to you as a member of the forum, not as admin.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #260 on Today at 0:47 »

Today at 0:44, Bobby wrote:

Today at 0:39, rudeboyrupert wrote:

as anyone will tell you the name is synonamous with the awards. they are now established so the two should
under no circumstances be seperated. if there is to be a new event that is orchestrated by anyone other than
mark then it goes by a new name, end of. 
if it becomes established then it does so on it's own merits, not on the back of a previous incarnation.

I agree. My point was that I think if the name isn't kept with the awards ceremony it will end up being a disaster as no one will
go to it. People will remember all  this and go to FPR's awards no matter what they are called.
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Hope that makes sense.

So its Finsbury awards!  I was thinking it was about all the people on the forum  I must
have got that wrong 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Yessir
3 Star Member

member is online

Heavy Is My Head For I
Wear A Crown

Joined: Nov 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 128/0.32 per day
Respect: 4

Re: Awards
« Reply #261 on Today at 0:47 »

Today at 0:05, ricosg11 wrote:
for whatever reason Silky decided to ban the word wall k andy. As in the other more civilized, imformative, and interesting
forum.

Don't you feel like, a hypocrite for posting this and still staying online in this forum.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #262 on Today at 0:47 »

The name means nothing.

What I would like to know Silky is that why, when asked if you would co-register the
website/name of the awards with FPR, he was dismissed out of hand.

And don't say that you can't co-register as that is complete twaddle.

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #263 on Today at 0:49 »

Today at 0:46, rudeboyrupert wrote:

Today at 0:40, 0 wrote:

Im here to answer questions from Fins right now  But it would be nice to hear them direct rather than being

pasted on by about three others 

the questions remain, no matter who is asking them. i think as a long standing and mostly helpful forum member i am entitled
to ask questions about the actions of two of it's members. i don't see the harm in that.

this is starting to look like you are usurping mark's project dan, the more you dig in and refuse to allow him complete control  of
his idea, the more it looks like you are trying to muscle in, it does from where i'm sitting.

i'm saying all  this to you as a member of the forum, not as admin.
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Your talking about having someone have complete control  I have always got the impression
thats a thing you would fight against 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

slacker
5 Star Member

member is online

Joined: Jun 2007
Posts: 511/2.77 per day

Respect: 8

Re: Awards
« Reply #264 on Today at 0:49 »

Today at 0:44, Bobby wrote:

Today at 0:39, rudeboyrupert wrote:

as anyone will tell you the name is synonamous with the awards. they are now established so the two should
under no circumstances be seperated. if there is to be a new event that is orchestrated by anyone other than
mark then it goes by a new name, end of. 
if it becomes established then it does so on it's own merits, not on the back of a previous incarnation.

I agree. My point was that I think if the name isn't kept with the awards ceremony it will end up being a disaster as no one will
go to it. People will remember all  this and go to FPR's awards no matter what they are called.

Hope that makes sense.

f**k that - i'm going to the other one.

i want to see silky and hutch in the same room!! 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #265 on Today at 0:49 »

Today at 0:37, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:33, rudeboyrupert wrote:

who established the urban art awards? 

Would it have taken place if this forum had not promoted the event? would it have taken place if I had not emailed 5,600

people telling them about it? I dont think so 

and how long did that take? did you email them all individually? wow. 

Link to Post - Back to Top   Logged

Awardsgate. 

0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #266 on Today at 0:51 »

Today at 0:47, crackawacka wrote:
The name means nothing.

What I would like to know Silky is that why, when asked if you would co-register the website/name of the awards with FPR, he
was dismissed out of hand.

And don't say that you can't co-register as that is complete twaddle.

The domain had already been registered. What do you want me to do? shall we co register the
banksy.info name with every member?
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corblimeylimey
9 Star Member

member is online

"It's only a bit of painting
and decorating" - Banksy

Joined: Aug 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 6,799/13.88 per day
Location: Devon UK

Respect: 292

Re: Awards
« Reply #267 on Today at 0:52 »

Are you saying Silky, that the name and event stays here and good luck to FPR and his 'new'
event elsewhere, knowing that due to the size of this forum (and the other seperate artist
forums under your control) that the main event stays here?

I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his idea (and name) and
run an independent awards which will be supported by this forum and WK and galleries and
artists and blogs etc all putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean a bigger event with more
accurate results and possibly more sponsorship money or expertise.
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"But what are pictures anyway? They're just things that brighten the f**king room up at the end of the day, aren't they?" -
Damien Hirst.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/corblimeylimey/

crackawacka
8 Star Member

member is online

Clearly under the spell of
Lisa the promotions girl

Joined: May 2007
Gender: Male 

Posts: 1,939/9.02 per day
Location: Weak at the

knees
Respect: 111

Re: Awards
« Reply #268 on Today at 0:56 »

Today at 0:51, 0 wrote:

Today at 0:47, crackawacka wrote:
The name means nothing.

What I would like to know Silky is that why, when asked if you would co-register the website/name of the
awards with FPR, he was dismissed out of hand.

And don't say that you can't co-register as that is complete twaddle.

The domain had already been registered. What do you want me to do? shall we co register the banksy.info name with every
member?

You're clearly skirting the issue here Silky and using diverting tactics. You're smoke and mirrors
are not working with me.

I'm simply asking why you couldn't register the awards and their name between you and FPR
when you had a chance.

The only reason I can see is that you think there will be financial gain in the future. Or you are
a control freak. I don't know you so I won't take a guess as either and would prefer to let you
explain in simple terms why you couldn't have co-registered and saved all this hassle.

FPR created the awards forum concept. The name is the least important part of it.

A simple answer please.
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0
Administrator

member is online

Joined: Jan 2006
Gender: Male 

Posts: 4,427/6.33 per day
Respect: 274

Re: Awards
« Reply #269 on Today at 0:58 »

Today at 0:52, corblimeylimey wrote:
Are you saying Silky, that the name and event stays here and good luck to FPR and his 'new' event elsewhere, knowing that
due to the size of this forum (and the other separate artist forums under your control) that the main event stays here?

I would have thought that the best solution would be to let FPR take his idea (and name) and run an independent awards
which will be supported by this forum and WK and galleries and artists and blogs etc all  putting traffic to FPR's site, this'll mean
a bigger event with more accurate results and possibly more sponsorship money or expertise.

I and Im sure most other members on here felt that the awards was part of the forums, it
could not have taken place without this forum being behind it. If Fins feels that he wants to run
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it totally independent from here then thats fine, its his decision. For the sake of the other 5,700
odd people on here the UrbanArtAwards will continue as part of the forums.
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